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TM KAVITHA N PRAKASH

Editor's Note
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Dear Blossoms, 

I hope you are busy clicking away photographs of

the ' new blossoms'  this  season.  I am inspired to

sing an ode to nature as I drive along the roads.

What with the avenue trees bedecked with their

floral glory.  

Of course, there are buds blossoming every day.

But these seasonal   'New blossoms' are very

special.. .as they symbolise the rejuvenating spirit

of nature.  Just that we have to realise,  that we

are but  a small part of nature, not indispensible

though.  People throng sites of such splendour to

be reassured of the celebration of  the Spring

season.  Every tree wears a new look, a bridal

look! 

In this edition, you can look forward to another such treat.  This treat  motivates you to

visualise most of what I have talked about.  There is the theme article on new blossoms

that delves into the inquiry. Then there is an outpouring of a muller in the form of a

poem!  It is so beautiful that everyone connects their experiences with the theme. 

Thus P.B. Shelly anticipatingly wrote, in his ode to the personified West Wind... . .  He

appeals to be infused with a new spirit and a new power to spread his new ideas. 

'O Wind ! If winter comes, can spring be far behind?' 

Happy reading ! Happy Blossoming! 

Yours editorially, 

TM Kavitha M.Prakash 



DTM SUDHA BALAJEE

District Director's
Message
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Dear Members, 

With the onset of summer, the new

blossoms of spring are in the fruiting stage

of their life cycle. New life is being formed

all around us. We have also moved into the

fruiting stage of this term. All the hard work

put in by each one of you is bearing fruit. 

Please continue to enhance your life by

actively participating in the Toastmasters

journey. It is also your responsibility to plant

the seed to enable a new generation of

Toastmasters to blossom. 

Coronation 2018 is just a few weeks away

and we are all excited to bring out the best

experience for you. See you there!!! 



When I stumbled up on the above quote

recently, I wondered whether the author

of the quote is a Toastmaster, or not!

Then Google helped me to learn that Mr

Roger Rees, author of the quote is an

Actor and Director from the UK. 

When we, Toastmasters, look back and

recall the first day experiences that we

had had in our Toastmasters Club, we

tend to believe that the above quote is

squarely applicable to us. What followed,

when the Table Topic Master on that first

day, looked at us, and asked in his/her

polite voice, "Would you like to try?"

How lengthy were those frightening

moments, when we stood up and faced

that friendly and smiling audience in our

Home Club, on that day! Finally, when we

finished the ordeal some how, and rushed

back to our seat, how loudly the fellow

Club Members applauded for us.. . .?  

I believe that the Toastmasters are the

only fraternity in the world, who want to

see his fellow human beings to blossom ,

stronger in confidence, and successful!  

DTM NAGARAJAN ANANDAN

Program Quality
Director's Message

"I love to see people blossom" 
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They keep on motivating us throughout

our TM journey...What a lovely group,

right? 

We are proud to be part of this esteemed

movement, because we are in love with

this unique feature of our fellow

Toastmasters! We want to see each and

everyone to succeed.... succeed in

whatever they do! What a great and noble

concept! Hats off to our founder, Dr. Ralph

Smedley to have conceptualized this

wonderful idea, for the first time.  

Let's march ahead, spreading the positivity

all around us - let's make as many fellow

members' souls blossom, as possible - and

let's love to be Toastmasters!  



Dear Toastmasters, 

In this beautiful spring season, several trees

around us blossom with beautiful flowers of

different hues. Next month, we will also see

Mayflower (my personal favourite) dotting

the roadside with radiant red. It’s a season

which brings lot of cheer. 

The tree of District 92, however, is not a

seasonal one. It remains evergreen through

the year and year after year ! It has

developed strong roots (our leaders), have

long and sturdy branches (our Division and

Area Directors) and on these are blossoming

ever green flowers (our clubs and our

members). The New Blossoms, the theme of

the newsletter, are freshly chartered new

clubs. We have 32 New clubs chartered

already this year and several new clubs are

ready to bloom any day as we welcome a

new blossom with fresh energy and

vibrancy. 

It has been my privilege to be part of early

adopters in Toastmasters for over 17 years.

The seed sown several summers ago by

many of our accomplished leaders has

grown into a District 92 tree which has been

blossoming with flowers.  

DTM RAJ KUMAR BANSAL

Club Growth
Director's Message

Your selfless service to your clubs, area,

division and district will ensure we sustain

excellence and making our tree stronger by

the day. You are the beacon of hope and a

blossoming flower. 

My fellow leaders, you have the golden

opportunity to blossom into your best self by

traversing PATHWAYS and in that endeavor

we are together. Come 3rd May lets jump

into this renewed, revitalized and

rejuvenated program with all our might and I

am confident we would find ourselves

blossoming into the leader of the future. 
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DTM ARJUN SUNDAR RAJ

Public Relations
Manager's Message
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“I don’t know how you’d manage your time,

Arjun, I want two newsletters to be published

this term! We are winning the coveted Golden

Gavel this year”, said my Club President, TM

Srinath when I took my first leadership role in

Toastmasters as the VPPR in my home club.

Forget publishing newsletter, I had never

published an article in my entire life! However,

when I communicated this vision to my club

members, to my surprise, there were many

people who came forward to support me -

with articles, to design the newsletter and to

edit content. Such is the support system we

have in Toastmasters. I did manage to publish

two newletters and my club did win the GG

award that year, which, back then, was the

highest recognition given by our district to a

club.  

This year, as the PRM, I have the opportunity

to review close to 200 such club newsletters

(till now!) submitted by our clubs in District 92.

club leaders. 

In every newsletter, I could see is the

amount of hard work that every club VPPR

has put. In every newsletter, I could see the

vision of club leaders coming alive! All I

want to say is, “Thank you, you have just

made it easier for your club, and your club

members, to conquer newer heights by

winning GG or GG+ or HoF this year”.  

Yes, it is that time of the year when we will

see many of the clubs, and its members,

prepare themselves to win awards after

awards at Coronation 2018! Be it as a

club/district officer or as a club member,

every speech that we deliver, every meeting

role that we take and every conversation

that we have with a fellow member, makes a

huge difference to your club. The success of

the entire club, depends on the success of

every member!  

Let’s make it count!  
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As against minimum requirement of 70% Club visits, District 92

achieved 75.11%, that too 22 days ahead of the published

Pathways roll out date of May 3, 2018. 

Full credit goes to our passionate team of Pathways Guides and

Ambassadors.  With the whole-hearted and active support of our Clubs,

we could achieve this historic feat. 

Exciting news for us!

We are ready for Pathways roll out !

Congratulations & Best wishes!
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WELCOMING PATHWAYS!
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READY, 
SET, 
PATHWAYS.....



Speech is one of the fundamental qualities of

human beings. It’s the best way we can

express ourselves. As a matter of fact we

learnt to communicate before we learnt to

walk. Despite speaking being so natural to us

we often fear to speak in front of an audience

when asked to. 

Have you ever wondered how many times

have you given an impromptu speech?  Well

we give an impromptu speech daily. While

talking to friends, family, colleagues or even a

friendly rickshaw driver. Toastmasters further

nurtures this very talent that’s embedded in all

of us in the form of ‘Table Topics’. This is the

most interactive and exciting section of any

Toastmasters meeting which is conducted by

a ‘Table Topics Master’. 

The role of this person is to make this session

a success by making it as compelling as

possible which makes this role very crucial. In

order to conduct a mesmeric session following

are a few best practices. 

“Comprehend the Theme” – if you are willing

to become the TTM for an upcoming meeting,

make sure you are aware of the theme of the

meeting well in advance.  Understand the

theme and then do all the preparations based

on that exact theme. All the topics must in a

way should relate to the theme.  

An ideal table
topic session

The topics should be easy to understand,

short and precise. Always prepare extra

topics. 

“Put them at Ease” – prepare a short

introduction speech to give at the beginning

of the session which should also include all

information and rules about table topics for

the benefit of the guest. Following which call

the table topics evaluator using the prefix

‘Toastmaster’ before the name (no need for

an introduction). You may say things like “The

topics are very easy and fun… you`ll love to

speak about them” or anything encouraging

of that sort so that people don’t hesitate any

more. Begin by calling “Can we have our first

speaker…?” 

“Presenting the Topic” – there are two ways

to give a topic to the volunteering speaker…

one where you make chits and put them on

the table and allow the speaker to choose.

This way you can be creative in making your

chits/cards and decorate or arrange them

according to the theme. On the other hand a

more formal looking way is that you verbally

give the topic to the speaker as if you`re

handing the stage over to him for a prepared

speech. This saves time and is interesting to

see. If you`re going with the second method,

right after the speaker comes forward, give

them a firm handshake and while you`re

doing that ask their name quietly. 
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TM HITESH DHAWAN
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 Let the claps stop, stand straight and present

the topic loud and clear in the format of

<Topic> <Name> (turn to the speaker and give

another handshake) <Name> <Topic> (While

continuing the handshake). The topic as a

best practice should not be read from a chit /

phone or paper. 

“Make Them the Star of the Show” – Right

after presenting the topic, give a smile to the

speaker and move towards the very corner of

the stage such that any of your movements

hereafter don’t get noticed. While in the

corner write the volunteer’s name on the

board. When they are done speaking quickly

come towards them and give a handshake.

The speaker itself must not forget to hand

over the control to the TTM by saying “Over to

you Toastmaster” followed by a handshake. In

case if the speaker is a guest the TTM must

make sure that the parting handshake

happens. After they have left and the claps

are over, acknowledge the speaker for their

efforts by saying “good speech” or “That was

a great attempt… well done”, and then call for

the next speaker. 

“A Good Topic”- a good topic is the one

which is short and easy to comprehend. If you

choose the chits method, the topic can be

long and situational for ex: “You went to

Mumbai and booked an Uber only to find out

that your driver was Shah Rukh Khan”. If you

choose the second method, don’t use such

long topics as they won`t fit in the format of

presenting. So a topic like “I am a man of my

words” or “Earth as one country” would be

ideal. 

With these thumb rules in mind you`ll be able

to conduct an exciting session and make the

meeting memorable. 
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I think…and think again... 

Why do I think and feel low… 
                 when I can also think and glow! 

Why do I think about the gone… 
                when there is still hope for the dawn! 

Why do I think about what might come… 
                when tasks at hand are still undone! 

Why do I contemplate the words unsaid… 
  when today’s conversation caused so much unrest! 

Why do I ponder over other’s perception... 
      when my own are definitely not an exception! 

Why do I search for happiness around… 
         when sunshine above me knows no bound! 

Why is it arduous to speak my mind… 
           when mediums for expressing are infinite! 

Why do I want others to sympathize… 
       when ‘strength within’ is what I emphasize! 

Why do I need their shoulders to lean on and 
cry…when my own wings can help me fly! 

Why do I think?
TM SHIVIKA MITTAL

This is an anaphora where I am trying to figure out why our minds often give birth

to thoughts which lead to depression and lowliness, when it is also possible to

bear happy thoughts. Why is it so difficult to control and train one’s thought

process? 

Mindtree Bangalore Toastmasters, Area E4 HSR Toastmasters Club



Pansophy
of life

Ages and Ages hence two roads diverged

into the yellow woods. 

I took the one less travelled and that made

the difference. 

It isn’t that I am an ode to perfection, but I

definitely liked to cast a Trail. 

I pondered on the way life traversed across a

sea of experiences and deciphered that

Pansophy of life secretly flourishes our

noetic nexus through travel. 

We weave an enigmatic iridescent friendship

with life which makes us realize that there

are a depth of opportunities yet to be

explored. 

Have you ever felt like living the same

“Groundhog Day” again and

again.”NOOOOOOOOOOOOO”;even I felt so

else I would have been a Neanderthal. 

As I oscillated further to be mesmerized by

the mystic beauty of the world. I happened

to travel without a plan, to unknown

destinations. There were misadventures and

of course made a Feeble attempt to soak

myself into many cultures trying to learn,

unlearn and relearn. It gave me “ I can make

it happen attitude”. 
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TM LASYA PRIYA VEDAM

Mictesting Advanced Toastmaster Club

I then broke the Shackles of the old school

of thought and hit on paths less travelled.

Studies have revealed that travelling

changes your perspective of life, you start

believing that we live. 

Only once and have to make the best of it.

Of course Darwin’s theory also states that

species which have survived were not

superior but adaptive. Travel helps you

learn embracing adaption with grace. 

Running the rate race, scheming to swim

with sharks, wondering what is left after

conquering the corner office..Hmmm

treacherous treks, leisure holidays,

backpacking vacations and to top it all

engrossing journeys. Of course blogs to

preserve experiences. This my friends is the

pansophy of life. Imparting wisdom steered

from folly. 

Make your life pansophic too by becoming

an offbeat traveler with a tryst to find areas

unexplored. 

Before you get to sans teeth, sans eyes and

sans everything there is a lot to explore,

cast and reminisce. 



What’s the first thing that springs to our mind

when someone uttersthe word new blossom? –

The first thing that springs to our mind invariably is

the spring season, the queen of all seasons. Trees,

plants and fields begin to turn green and flowers

begin to bloom. It wakes people up from slumber

and makes them embrace a new beginning. It is

beautiful, magical, romantic, and harmonious – the

favourite season for kids, couples and poets. Earth

looks pleasant, vibrant, lovely and charming as the

spring season sets in. 

What does new blossom symbolise? – New

blossom symbolisesa beginning. New blossom

can be seen - ask the Japanese – they will tell you

about the cherry blossom festival “Hanami”, the

sacred heritage of Japan which appreciatesthe

very transient nature of life. New blossom can be

seen – ask the explorers on an expedition in the

remote Alaskan Territory and Yukon Territory of

north western Canada – they will tell you about

the world’s largest land mammal migration, the

movement of caribou herds to embrace spring

season for calving. 

What else does new blossom symbolise? – New

blossom also symbolises anew beginning,

renewal and hope. New blossom can not only be

seen but also be felt – in the first cry of a newborn

baby; at daybreak or dawn; when a wandering

sailor sights the shaft of light from a distant

lighthouse; when a crippled aircraft makes a safe

landing; In people’s uprising against anarchy;

when indigent people get food and shelter; 

Begin, Flourish
& Develop

New blossom is a metamorphosis with delicate

stages - begin, flourish and develop. These stages

are symbolic and the life of each stage is very

short. History beckons - it beckons us with lots of

events demonstrating these stages in no uncertain

terms. The very thought of extending Nazi regime

all over the world ignited a spark in Hitler’s mind,

he used hegemony and his charm to sway his

countrymen to flourish that thought and wreaked

havoc on humanity by killing six million European

Jews to develop his thought. On the other hand,

Oskar Schindler, a German industrialist and a

member of the Nazi Party during the same era,

had a spark for empathy, flourished it with an

audacious attempt to save his Jewish employees

from Hitler and succeeded in saving them by

selling all his wealth and fortunes.The

metamorphosis of these two events are strikingly

similar – yet the former went down as the darkest

chapter in human history and the latter went down

as the silver lining in that same chapter. 

The metamorphosis of new blossom reinstates the

need to kindle one’s potential. It reinstates the

need to identify and grab the opportunities in

sight, flourish and nurture them with passion and

develop them with grit and determination. Take

the concept of toastmasters - it offers a unique

way to identify and propel one’s potential. Let it be

the new blossom, the “Hanami”. Let it be the tool

to cross different terrains and landscapes like

caribou herds!! Let it be the lighthouse showing

the shore!! Let it be the silver lining!! 

Let the thoughts flow!! Let the careers propel!! 
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TM VIBIN JOY

ANZ Bangalore Toastmaster Club



Dear Toastmaster Leaders,  

May 2018 is set/going to be an exciting and

enthralling month for all of us. Toastmasters

International District 92 Annual Conference -

“Coronation 2018” is planned as a grand

confluence of more than 500 Toastmasters

representing hundreds of clubs functioning in

Karnataka and Kerala. This exciting event will

be held this year in Kerala, ‘God’s Own

Country’, from May 25th to 27th, 2018 at The

Holiday Inn, Kochi. Special invitees to the

conference include world- Champion Speaker,

International speakers, Senior Executives, Key

Management Professionals, Businesspersons

and Entrepreneurs from India and abroad. 

We are lining up renowned personalities as

speakers for inauguration, keynotes, and

plenary sessions.   

The 3-day power packed event will feature

education and business sessions as well

contests in International Speech and Table

Topics Categories.  

DTM NIRMALA LILY

The Fun night will surely provide unalloyed

joy and unforgettable moments. The

highlight of the conference is the segment

that features special talks and panel

discussions by eminent leaders known for

their impact on our society and trail blazers in

their field. 

The registration for the mega event is still

open. I urge Toastmaster leaders to

disseminate the information among

members and encourage them to register

and experience a life transforming

experience over the 3 action-packed days.  

Various committees and teams are in full

swing preparing for the mega event.  

I am confident that you will turn up in

largenumbers at the Coronation 2018 and

enjoy an once-in-a-lifetime experience.  
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Conference Chair, 'Coronation 2018'
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Congra tu la t i on s!

TO ALL 
CONTESTANTS 
WHO MADE IT 
TO DIVISION LEVEL 

Good Luck

Triple Crown 

Winners

1 .  S I N H A ,  M A N A S  ( C L , C C , A C B )  

2 .  M E H T A ,  R I S H A B H  ( C L , A C B , A L B )  

3 .  K A R M A K A R ,  G O P A L  ( A C S , A C B , C L )  

4 .  T R I P A T H I ,  P A R T H  ( C L , A L B , A C B )  

5 .  B H A R G A V A ,  M A N A S  ( A L B , C C , C L )  

6 .  P I N J A N I ,  S W E E T Y  M A N S H A R A M  ( A L B , C L , C C )  

7 .  K U M A R E S H ,  G I R I K U M A R  ( C L , A L B , C C )  

8 .  R A N G A R A J U ,  R A V I  ( A C S , L D R E X C , A C G )  

9 .  B A D I G E R ,  M U T T U R A J  ( C C , C L , L D R E X C )  



IT  WAS A FUN FILLED BUSY SUNDAY AND A STANDING EXERCISE FOR ALL THE DIVISION A

FOLKS AT DIVISION SPEECH FINALE MARATHON. IT  WAS AN AMAZING DAY OUT WHERE

MEMBERS FROM DIFFERENT CLUBS GAVE MILESTONE SPEECHES –  8  SPEAKERS

ATTEMPTING CC10 PROJECTS,  AND 2  SPEAKERS ATTEMPTING ADVANCED SPEECHES.  

Toastmasters
in Action
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Divis ion Speech Finale MarathonThe Allegiance

Toastmasters Premier League 

(TPL 2018)

TPL 2018 WAS CONDUCTED OVER 2 DAYS IN MYSORE,  WITH MORE THAN 50 MEMBERS FROM

MYSORE,  MANGALORE AND BANGALORE CONVERGING IN TO THE VVCE CAMPUS WHERE 4

TEAMS PLAYED,  SPOKE,  LED AND L ISTENED THEIR WAY THROUGH TO WIN THE CHAMPIONS

TITLE.THE EVENTUAL WINNERS WERE TEAM SILVER TONGUES,  LED BY TM SWAGATH BHAT

AND TM INDRANI  ROY.  
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ON 11TH MARCH AT AISAT, KOCHI, "AIM" WAS AN INITIATIVE TAKEN TO PAVE THE

WAY FOR CHAMPION SPEAKERS OF KERALA TO WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2018. THE

SPEAKERS WERE EVALUATED BY FINEST TEAM OF EVALUATORS ON VARIOUS

PARAMETERS.   

AIM: CRAFTING WORLD CHAMPIONS

SPEAKATHON

ON 24TH MARCH AT MANGALORE, SPEAKATHON WAS ORGANISED, IT WAS A DIVISION F INITIATIVE.  

INSPIRE 3.2

A DIVISION I INITIATIVE. IT INCLUDED

ADVANCED SPEECH MARATHON,

FOLLOWED BY A FUN SALSA DANCE

SESSION. LAST BUT NOT LEAST WAS

TABLE TOPICS CONTEST.  
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FUN &LEARNING @ FORTE

J JAMMING: 

A DIVISION J INITIATIVE. IT

WAS A SUCCESS AND HELPED

SPEAKERS HONE THEIR

SPEAKING SKILLS.  
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